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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Parents prioritise the needs of their offspring, with teenagers being a key area of focus
Continued focus on sustainable childrenswear
Internet sales remain important

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Affordable pricing strategies set to help sustain recovery in childrenswear
Organic childrenswear will address parents' environmental and safety concerns
Bright future for licensed products as local offerings join global licenses in the category
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

The “lipstick” effect sustains demand for apparel accessories, with scarves leading the way
Falling demand for other apparel accessories, while ties suffer from casualisation of dress codes
Local company LC Waikiki continues to lead sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sluggish growth predicted, in view of the casualisation of work dress codes
Scarves to see a growing demand for international, premium brands, but domestic players will continue to court price-sensitive consumers
E-commerce will remain popular as consumers return to busy lifestyles
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Growing casualisation of menswear leads to increased demand for athleisure clothing
Collaborations with celebrities continue apace
Sustainable and ‘smart’ products grow in importance

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sales will be constrained by economic pressures
Athleisure trend is expected to continue
Kiosks and touch screens in retail outlets will enhance the customer experience
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Inflationary pressures weigh on consumer spending

Return to pre-pandemic lifestyles, as well as the revival of tourism, fuels growth in womenswear, with comfort wear remaining a key trend

Collaborations remain a common theme

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Womenswear will benefit from return to pre-pandemic, but economic issues will continue to restrict demand

Companies will seek ways to enhance the physical in-store experience, with digital technology coming to the fore

Sustainability will remain a key theme
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Women demand greater comfort in jeans, but skinny styles prevail

Manufacturers respond to growing demand for more sustainable collections amongst consumers

Limited-edition capsule collections offer classic trend-resistant jeans

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Men's jeans will lead growth

Comfort will be a key consideration, with chinos presenting possible competition

Circular production methods will grow in prominence
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Slow recovery for hosiery
Growing emphasis on social responsibility
Local companies continue to lead sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Changing lifestyles set to shape innovation
Growing participation in sports and fitness set to boost non-sheer hosiery
Domestic brands to leverage price advantages to dominate the category
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Safety concerns increase the spotlight on children’s footwear
Leading players invest in new stores and licensing agreements

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Children’s footwear to lead growth
Leading apparel players are expected to diversify into footwear, while digitalisation presents new possibilities
Strong performance for trainers, due to health and fitness and casualisation trends
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Sales benefit from the resumption of sporting activities
Casualisation trend fuels growth
Major players push digital strategies

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Athleisure trend is expected to continue
Focus on female sports participation
Brands will continue to push their social and environmental credentials
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